
Dr. Chalsey Nelsen and her
family are excited to put down
roots in the Billings community.
Dr. Chalsey acquired now retired,
Dr. Steven Erickson’s dental
practice and gave the practice
a new name, CORE Dental.

CORE is an acronym created
using the first letters of the names of Dr. Chalsey’s
family- Chalsey, Oscar, Ruby, and Eric.

Dr. Chalsey has been practicing dentistry for over seven
years.A Beach, ND native, Dr. Chalsey completed her
undergraduate degree at North Dakota State University
in Fargo and attended Creighton University School
of Dentistry in Omaha, NE, where she obtained her
Doctorate of Dental Surgery (DDS). Dr. Chalsey then
practiced in Rochester, MN, and Madison,WI before
moving to Billings.

“I’m happy to be here in Billings,” says Dr. Chalsey.
“I was familiar with Billings as I have visited my sister and
her family here over the years.When the opportunity
to acquire a practice here came up, I jumped at the
chance.The community and our patients have been
warm and welcoming, and we couldn’t be happier to
be here.”

CORE Dental is a family dentistry practice, treating both
children and adults.

Dr. Chalsey focuses on the needs of her patients using a
very consultative process to explain all treatment plans
and finances before proceeding with any treatment.
Customized payment plans are available for those cases
where care is needed, but the expense was unplanned.

Patients even receive a phone call the next day to see
how they are doing following treatment.

Dr. Chalsey is pleased to work with an experienced and
friendly team as well. Rosemary, Dannielle,Taylor, Jimmye,
Jessica, and Michelle possess the same dedication to
patient care that makes up the core of CORE Dental.

CORE Dental is located at 2700 Grand Ave. Find more
information at coredentalcare-mt.com or by calling
406.652.9100.You can even email Dr. Nelsen directly at
drneslen@coredentalcare-mt.com. Register to win open
house prizes at the office.

Patient Care for the
Whole family is the

Core of Core Dental


